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MONOMER VS MONOMER



Hypothesis
I think Kiara Sky will work better because it is in beauty stores 
like Cosmo-Prof and Sally Beauty. The reason I think Mia 
Secret is not gonna work as well is because I can only find it 
on Amazon.



                Purpose
The reason I did this experiment is because I wanted to see which 
monomer works best for my nails. By seeing how long the nails 
last, I will be able to see how long they will stay on my nail bed in 
the future. I also did this to help other nail techs in the future.



 Materials
   Kiara sky     Mia’s secret
—----------------      —---------------------
-kiara sky monomer      -mia secret monomer
-mia secret nude acrylic      -mia secret nude acrylic
Powder             powder 
-nail tips      -nail tips
-acetone      -acetone
-Saviland acrylic brushes                          -Saviland acrylic brushes
-modelones gel polish      -modelones gel polish
-beetles gel top coat                                 -beetles gel topcoat
-Nail electric file          -Nail electric file
-UV lamp      - UV lamp
-lint free nail wipes      -lint free nail wipes
-nail file 80/80 grit      -nail file 80/80 grit
-KDS nail glue              -KDS nail glue
-Nail buffer      -nail buffer
-sally hansen cuticle remover      -sally hansen cuticle remover
-cuticle oil      -cuticle oil



Procedures
Kiara sky monomer procedures.
       1.Get all proper products needed
       2.Prepare nails with acetone
       3.Take nail glue and glue nail tips to all five nails.
       4.File nail tips too shape
       5.Cut nail tips too size
       6.Get acrylic brush and monomer dish
       7.Pour a tsp of kiara sky monomer into dish 
       8.Take out acrylic powder.
       9.Dip brush in kiara sky monomer then follow with a dip in   powder

            10. Take the liquified powder and put it on the nail
            11. Repeat last step on all 5 nails
            12. File nails too shape with hand file or E-file
            13.Encapsulate cuticles with E file
            14. Make design with gel polish
            15. Dry under UV lamp
            16. Put the top coat on and then finish with cuticle oil.



Procedures
Mia secret monomer procedures.

1.Get all proper products needed
2.Prepare nails with acetone
3.Take nail glue and glue nail tips to all five nails.
4.File nail tips too shape
5.Cut nail tips too size
6.Get acrylic brush and monomer dish
7.Pour a tsp of Mia secret monomer into dish 
8.Take out acrylic powder.
9.Dip brush in Mia secret monomer then follow with a dip in powder

        10. Take the liquified powder and put it on the nail
        11. Repeat last step on all 5 nails
        12. File nails too shape with hand file or E-file
       13.Encapsulate cuticles with E file
       14. Make design with gel polish
        15. Dry under UV lamp
        16. Put the top coat on and then finish with cuticle oil.





data!!!



                             -ABSTRACT-
The purpose of this science project was to help me find out as a beginner nail tech what monomer worked 
best to create the nails that would last the longest. I also wanted to do this project to help other people in the 
future by showing other nail techs which monomer is best to use for nails. My hypothesis was that Kiara Sky 
was going to work better because it was in beauty stores, while Mia Secret monomer was not. For my 
experiment I did my nails with the Kiara Sky monomer first and then Mia Secret monomer next. Everyday I 
documented if the nails would chip, lift, or fall off completely. I also took pictures everyday to document the 
process. In my experiment both sets of nails were put on properly before the experiment. But day by day the 
nail I did with Mia Secret fell off. Everyday a new nail fell off. On the other hand Kiara Sky nails lasted 
longer, but more nails fell off at the same time. In conclusion Kiara Sky lasted longer, so overall it worked 
better. But, if you wanted a monomer that the nails didn't fall off at one time, I would choose Mia Secret. For 
me I think Kiara Sky worked better because the experiment was to show which brand made the nails long 
lasting. Overall I think the experiment was very helpful to me because now I know which monomer to use for 
long lasting nails.



Results
   Overall kiara sky worked and performed better. I know this       
now because of the data graphs I have collected on, 
chipping, lifting, and completely falling off the nail bed. I am 
glad I did this experiment because I now know for the future 
what monomer to buy, and use for my acrylic nails.



Conclusion
In conclusion, Kiara Sky worked better than Mia’s Secret, in 
accordance with my hypothesis. I can determine it worked better 
because it lasted longer than Mia’s secret and in my opinion it made 
the nail colors more vibrant, giving them a better look and a longer 
usage. Something I would change about my science project is that I 
would have liked to test it with different temperatures. This information 
can be used to find out what monomer to use for beginner nail techs or 
just nail techs in general.
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